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Our first task in designing a fictitious network is to define the
classification of nodes that we will model. The most frequently
encountered classification for networks is based on organizational
structure (see Organization Classification), but it is also common to
classify networks based on functions or application areas. This is
primarily done to help with the identification and analysis of network
traffic. As discussed above, three types of organizations can be
identified for networks: Actually, an effective password is very
complex to use. You need to do several things: * Dictate both the
length of the password (8 character minimum) * Come up with a
difficult-to-guess combination of lowercase and uppercase letters *
Come up with a combination of special characters such as numbers
or symbols * Confuse common dictionary words The problem is, if
youre only told the passwords strength requirements, you have no
way of actually judging their quality. You can say 8 characters, but
what if theyre using the same sequence of numbers, like the
samepassword? This encryption technique is often called WEP.
Unfortunately for WEP, it was the most common method used to
protect wireless networks. When the encryption researchers tested
it, they found that the WEP algorithm is easily cracked, and has
numerous weaknesses to the problem such that a secret-key
algorithm like AES can be easily cracked. The weaknesses are not
only present in the WEP protocol itself, but in many commonly used
implementations of the WEP protocol. In fact, it is such a weak cipher
that the government has classified it as'minimum' protection,
whereas security vendors generally call it'mediocre', and use a much
stronger cipher. The protocol itself is as follows: 1. Each station and
access point is assigned a 64-bit key or known or shared secret (a
WEP key, generally 128 bits in length). 2. Each time a station wants
to connect, it transmits the WEP key to the access point in clear text.
The access point converts the WEP key into an 80-bit key, encrypts
that 80-bit key with a secret key derived from the station's 24-bit
MAC address, and then transmits the result to the station. 3. The
station uses the WEP key and the secret key to decrypt the
encrypted result, and uses that result to derive a 64-bit IV. The IV is
then encrypted with the station's 24-bit MAC address and then sent
to the access point, where it is decrypted. 4. The station uses the IV
to derive the key, encrypts it with the access points secret key and
sends the result to the access point, which then decrypts it and uses
the IV to derive the key. The process is repeated. When the station
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leaves the network, it deletes the key. Anyone who can intercept the
key, including other stations, can gain access to the network.
Thankfully, many hackers have been able to decode the key, so
almost every WEP network in use today will have a large number of
people with access to the network. The most important thing to
remember about WEP is that it uses a derived key to encrypt the IV.
The IV is a unique string that must be encrypted with the WEP key. If
the IV can be retrieved, the key can be decrypted.
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Acronym for Wired Equivalent Privacy. Weak algorithm used to
encrypt wireless networks. Several serious weaknesses have been
identified by industry experts such that a WEP connection can be
cracked with readily available software within minutes. See WPA.
Datacards are required to unlock cheats, but the big difference is

that you cant enter a code to get Datacards instantly. Instead, you
have to find Datacard locations scattered across all nine episodes in
order to toggle cheats like handy Stud multipliers or Big Head Mode.
Very nice tutorial. But this #include is for lcd and this LiquidCrystal
lcd(6, 7, 5, 4, 3, 2); for lcd to run So, Rui, if we use on lcd, we cant

write Approximate your card to the reader) I guess Its larger than 16
Character. Instead we can write Identifying(example). Anyway..I love

your posts. I like this post. Your all tutorials are the best for me. I
also love ultrasonic hcsr04 tutorial which makes me to see how

HCSR04 works with v = s/t and how to get 1cm= 29.2 microsecond.
Thank you very much Rui. I will be always your audience. Acronym

for Terminal Access Controller Access Control System. Remote
authentication protocol commonly used in networks that
communicates between a remote access server and an

authentication server to determine user access rights to the
network. This authentication method may be used with a token,

smart card, etc., to provide two-factor authentication. We have the
most user friendly development tools you will ever come across! The
only typing you will have to do is to map the data on the card. Have
you got a statement you need to send via email? Do so with SMS or

fax, our DATACARD statements can easily go through all three.
Printing works - perhaps you send a bill or an invoice? Forgot to add
in a line item? DATACARD lets you quickly pull up a statement, add
in a couple of line items and mail it in. Want to give your partners a

status report? You can mail a sheet to them with all you need to
know and send them an SMS with a link to click on to get the status.
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